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S 252.CSD1 5.1.1.4  Rules to Modify/Create 

Classification Categories 

Entities

Section 5.1.1.4 "In the second case, the Domain-specific..."

Explanation of new domain-specific categories or content types could use 

some clarification - particularly an example for what is referred to as a 

'Content Model'.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00015.h

tml

T. Tullis V Add text to section 5.1.1.4 'A content model is a collection of 

content classifications, relationships and metadata, and is 

further described in section 5.3' 

W23

S 752.CSD1 5.1.1.4  Rules to Modify/Create 

Classification Categories 

Entities

Major - In 5.1.1.4: There is no clear definition of what is an Organization, 

what is a Domain. The definitions for "Organization-specific" and "Domain-

specific" are only found in an unlikely place (Appendix B.2), where we learn 

that these are "metadata types". That should be made clear much earlier. 

Or there should be clear pointer to their definitions. The reader is left in the 

dark until reaching the very end of the document. Issue: Bug  Key: TAB-1058 

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00115.h

tml

J. 

Durand

TAB 1) Define by section where addressed. 2) Add sentence to 

section 5.1.1.4, end of paragraph 2:   "Organization-specific 

entities are for the internal use by an organization.. (etc.), 

Domain-specific are part of a controlled vocabulary.."  Add 

clarification and provide an example of both Org-specific and 

domain specific.

W23

S 47.CSD1 5.1.1.4 Rules to Modify/Create 

Classification Categories 

Entities

“These codes should have the ‘Z’ prefix as illustrated in Table 1.” Table 1 

does not appear to show how the ‘Z’ prefix is used.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00020.h

tml

E. 

Rammell

C Current table reference incorrect -Insert correct table in table 1 

location, move existing table 1.  
W23

S 129.CSD1 5.1.1.4 Rules to Modify/Create 

Classification Categories 

Entities

Page 15  Original code for categories and context types must be maintained 

along with abbreviated names. Does it have to convert to original code and 

category for interoperability – maintaining both? How is this archived?

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00029.h

tml

J.J. 

DeSanti

V The question is ambiguous as to the type of code referenced.  

As with the entire specification, these are instructions for the 

application developers, not for clinical operations 

professionals.

W23

S 128.CSD1 5.1.1.4 Rules to Modify/Create 

Classification Categories 

Entities

Page 14  Classification categories – has this been compared to large global 

trials that break down information by region/country?

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00029.h

tml

J.J. 

DeSanti

V Applying a property of 'country' is accomplished by adding 

metadata to a content type.  There is no need to create a 

separate classification category for country.  

W23

S 130.CSD1 5.1.1.4 Rules to Modify/Create 

Classification Categories 

Entities

Page 16  Organization specific classification and content is not easily 

handled with interoperability. Importing party is responsible for checking? Is 

there a standard process defined as well?

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00029.h

tml

J.J. 

DeSanti

V There is a standard format for org-specific terms that allows 

interoperability between applications.  How applications and 

users utilize these terms is an application specific operation.

W23

S 239.CSD1 5.2 Metadata Definitions Per section 5.2,  is there a metadata property indicates the milestone of the 

study ,country or a particular investigation site?

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00008.h

tml

Y. Chen V Status and milestone information could be handled through 

organization specific metadata. 

In addition some metadata properties indicate the status of the 

study, country and site. For example, Process or Task in 

Business Process Properties.  As a future enhancement to the 

standard and terms, this area could be explored further for 

standardization.

W23

S 254.CSD1 5.2.1  Metadata Properties Section 5.2.1 "Every digital document..."

Is "digital content item" used interchangeably with "digital document" and 

"computer file" throughout? If this assumption is not explicitly stated 

anywhere, it would  help to do so, or to use one consistent term 

throughout.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00015.h

tml

T. Tullis V Find uses of 'digital document' and 'computer file' and replace 

with 'content item'
W23

S 256.CSD1 5.2.1  Metadata Properties Section 5.2.1.1 2nd paragraph, "...included with every entity term"

"entity term" is used here for the first time. It would help to define and/or 

provide example(s).

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00015.h

tml

T. Tullis V Change from 'entity term' to 'metadata term' W23

S 811.CSD1 5.2.1 Metadata Properties Section 5.2.1:   Digital Content item, digital document and computer file - so 

they all refer to the same thing. If so please use one that is commonly used 

term.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf/20140

8/msg00007.html

P. Vatsal TC - V Find uses of 'digital document' and 'computer file' and replace 

with 'content item'
W23
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S 253.CSD1 5.2.1 Metadata Properties Section 5.2.1 "In the context of a Content Management System.."

In the introductory section of this document, it was stated at EDMS systems 

were currently used. Suggest being consistent here, or updating the 

introductory section.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00015.h

tml

T. Tullis V Change use of term 'Content Management System' to 'EDMS' 

throughout doc. Note EDMS is defined in beginning of doc.
W23

S 131.CSD1 5.2.1.1 Rules to Modify/Create 

Metadata Terms

Page 20-   Organization specific metadata is not added. If the organization 

information is added, then what metadata is included?  

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00029.h

tml

J.J. 

DeSanti

V In case of Organization-specific metadata terms, the details of 

these terms (i.e., values of annotation properties) are user-

defined with exception of Code annotation property, which is 

generated locally.

W24

S 86.CSD1 5.3.1 Content Model Format I am understanding this correctly that there are a set of definitions for eTMF 

content that are only available in this format and not published in document 

format?  This will in general prevent business users (the primary 

stakeholders of this information) from effectively reviewing it. [Data 

Properties highlighted with this comment]

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00025.h

tml

K. Clark V The TC will publish the eTMF metadata terms in a spreadsheet 

format as well as RDF/XML format, and the terms are 

published online by NCI.    Any new terms developed by the TC 

are to be published at NCI for public use.

W24

S 760.CSD1 5.3.1 Content Model Format Major - Section 5.3.1 Content Model Format reads in part: ***** The OASIS 

eTMF content models are created and published as ontologies based on the 

W3C’s OWL 2.0 syntax and RDF/XML. ***** Well, the OWL document mis-

cited under 1.2 starts by saying: ***** This document defines the OWL 2 

language. The core part of this specification — called the structural 

specification — is independent of the concrete exchange syntaxes for OWL 

2 ontologies. ***** First of all, there is no normative citation to RDF syntax, 

the syntax that is being used by the TC to represent its OWL ontology for 

interchange. Second, there appears to be confusion on the TC about OWL 

and RDF and their respective roles in ontology work. One does not imply the 

other. Nor are those terms interchangeable. Issue: Bug Key: TAB-1050 

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00115.h

tml

P. 

Durusau

TAB 1) Add citation to W3C RDF/XML spec  2) Clarify that the syntax 

used to represent the OASIS eTMF content model is W3C 

RDF/XML and cite the spec /version.

W24

S 132.CSD1 6.1  OASIS eTMF Data Model 6.1 Page 26   There are more file types than XML and PDF. How do we 

handle images such as DICOM, MP3 (audio training files), or MP4 (video 

training and or procedure files).

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00029.h

tml

J.J. 

DeSanti

V Add text,'such as' prior to refernce to XML and PDF.  See 

Specification sections 1.2  Normative References & 6.1.1.  The 

Specification requires use of the IANA Media Types Standard, 

which  includes 1,080 other media types, including MS Office, 

MPEG audio, MPEG Video, DICOM, etc. 

http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/media-

types.xhtml

W24

S 812.CSD1 6.1 OASIS eTMF Data Model Section 6.1 : “For FDA part 11 compliance, the eTMF electronic archives can 

be exported using common file formats of XML and PDF”, Part 11 

Compliance does not specify the export format to my knowledge.  Please 

check this or remnove this.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf/20140

8/msg00007.html

P. Vatsal TC - V Add text,'such as' prior to refernce to XML and PDF.   Also add 

sentence like 'Content item handling operations such as 

viewing, opening, is application dependent.'   

  See Specification sections 1.2  Normative References & 6.1.1.  

The Specification requires use of the IANA Media Types 

Standard, which  includes 1,080 other media types, including 

MS Office, MPEG audio, MPEG Video, DICOM, etc. 

http://www.iana.org/assignments/media-types/media-

types.xhtml

W24

S 257.CSD1 6.1 Oasis eTMF Data Model Section 6.1 "Per FDA part 11 compliance..."    I am not aware of any export 

formats required by 21 CFR 11. Suggest striking this phrase.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00016.h

tml

T. Tullis V Change the relevant sentence re: FDA Part 11 in sect 6.1 to: 

'To comply with regulatory authority guidelines and common 

industry practice, the eTMF records and content items can be 

exported using common file formats such as XML and PDF, or 

any published IANA media type format [1].'

W24
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S 124.CSD1 6.1.1 Oasis eTMF Data Model 

Exchange Format

Page 9  Question: – Agency compliance in USA is eCTD, how is this 

supported?  The documentation states that a yes/no is applied to the data 

items, however this is not a supported export. 

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00029.h

tml

J.J. 

DeSanti

V The Specification allows for identification of content items for 

preparation of the eCTD Submission.   The metadata term 

'eCTD Item' can be applied to any content item by selecting 

'yes, rather than the default 'no' setting.  Exact process of 

exporting to an eCTD will be defined by each application 

developer. 

W24

S 133.CSD1 6.1.1 Oasis eTMF Data Model 

Exchange Format

6.1.1 Page 26  Identification of eCTD data items as yes/no, does not address 

the need for eCTD format exports in the USA. What is the plan for an eCTD 

format within OASIS interoperability?

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00029.h

tml

J.J. 

DeSanti

V change 6.1.1 'To allow exporting' to:

'To support identification of content items that use the 

electronic Common Technical Document (eCTD) compatible file 

formats, an optional metadata term called eCTD Item tags 

eCTD related content items with a value of true or false.   

W24

S 63.CSD1 6.1.1 Oasis eTMF Data Model 

Exchange Format

I don’t see any mechanism to handle both primary content (such as MS 

Office or image formats) AND PDF renditions.  It is generally desirable to 

exchange both.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00025.h

tml

K. Clark V The spec provides for a 1:1 mapping of a content type to a 

content item for export, exchange. The eTMF content types for 

the spec are defined and support export of any IANA media 

type format [1].    Clarify this in the spec in section 6.1.1.  

Application developers or users can create create separate 

organization specific content types with alternative renditions 

of content items.

W24

S 125.CSD1 6.1.1 Oasis eTMF Data Model 

Exchange Format

Page 9-  Question:  How is SAE exchange supported? https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00029.h

tml

J.J. 

DeSanti

V Assuming SAE = Serious adverse event:   

The spec does not mandate any specific defined processes or 

formats for SAE exchange.  However, the content model 

supports export of XML based records and IANA supported 

media types which will support most common SAE record 

exchange.  

W24 PULLED FROM Slate 

for additional work.

S 262.CSD1 6.1.1 Oasis eTMF Data Model 

Exchange Format

6.1.1. OASIS eTMF Data Model Exchange Format, Figure 17, Data Model 

Inputs      How come DIA TMF RM is not mentioned?

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00018.h

tml

MNJ S Change graphic in Fig. 17:

Left side of graphic change graphic to show 'Vocabularies' and 

remove reference to NCI, etc. 

W24

S 88.CSD1 6.1.2 OASIS eTMF Exchange 

Package

What folder taxonomy?  Is this dictated? [Line 1 of 1st paragraph] https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00025.h

tml

K. Clark V Add clarification to section 6.1.2 with details of the folder 

taxonomy as shown in fig 18, 6.1.2 OASIS eTMF Exchange 

Package.  Include a sample folder taxonomy .zip file with 

sample metadata.

 Provide clarification that the core content types are specified; 

however, vendors can selectively choose which content types 

to incorporate on a study-by-study basis. However, it is 

important to understand that the content type taxonomy and 

numbering structure is defined for the eTMF specification 

content types for the purpose of interoperability. 

W24

S 48.CSD1 B.2.1 Core Metadata The meaning of the term “Country Code” is not understood. Does this relate 

to the sponsor of the clinical trial or the original of the content? Typically, 

country is not associated with all trial master file documents/records, but 

only content that is site-specific or country-specific. For example, a clinical 

trial protocol or investigator brochure would not have a country code 

associated with it. Please clarify why Country Code is core.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00021.h

tml

E. 

Rammell

C Country code is deemed to be a core metadata item, but the 

data value is optional for all content types.  Country code 

specifies the countries that the document is valid in.  The 

association of a country code with a content item is the 

responsibility of the implementing application. 

W25
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MV 155.CSD1 C115480   'IRB-IEC Sponsor 

Communications and Tracking ' 

(subcateg)

Re: C115480 definition - Does this mean that this subcategory is for all 'non-

local' IRB/EC communications? Where is 'local' defined, if anywhere, in this 

specification?

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00036.h

tml

T. Tullis V This category is for local or central IRB communication 

between an IRB-IEC and a Sponsor.  All site communications 

with IRBs, belongs in the 'Site Management' Category 

(C115782) under the 'IRB-IEC Documents' Subcategory or the 

'IRB-IEC Trial Status Reporting ' Subcategory.  

W25

MV 201.CSD1 C115517  'Subject Information 

Form'

C115517  Column C (preferred term): Subject information sheets are not 

necessarily forms. I suggest removing the word ‘Form’.  This content type is 

more commonly known by the term ‘Subject Information Sheet’. I suggest 

using this as the preferred term.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00046.h

tml

E. 

Rammell

V Subject Information Sheet' is already included as a synonym.  W25

MV 355.CSD1 C115517 Subject Information 

Form

Term "Form" is not commonly use when referring to these preferred terms.  

Remove.  Replace with "Sheet".

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Subject Information Sheet' is already included as a synonym.  W25

MV 575.CSD1 C115517 Subject Information 

Form

those are not always forms; please leave TMF RM artifact name https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Subject Information Sheet' is already included as a synonym.  W25

MV 204.CSD1 C115518   'Other Subject Forms' C115518   Column C (preferred term): Documents which fall into this 

category are not often forms. Please avoid using the word ‘form’ to avoid 

user confusion.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00046.h

tml

E. 

Rammell

V 'Other Written Information Given to Subjects' is already a 

synonym.
W25

MV 358.CSD1 C115518   'Other Subject Forms' Use Term "Form" is not commonly use when referring to these preferred 

terms.  Remove.  TMF RM term is aligned with ICH and accepted industry 

term.  Add additional description that TMF RM has "To be provided to the 

subject to further assist with understanding the trial requirements or 

concepts; may include memory aids."

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C 'Other Written Information Given to Subjects' is already a 

synonym.
W25

MV 578.CSD1 C115518   'Other Subject Forms' those are not always forms; please leave TMF RM artifact name https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Other Written Information Given to Subjects' is already a 

synonym.
W25

MV 202.CSD1 C115519  'Subject Participation 

Form'

C115519   Column C (preferred term): This content type is not usually a 

form. I suggest using ‘Subject Participation Card’ as the preferred term.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00046.h

tml

E. 

Rammell

V Add Synonym: "Subject Participation Card" W25

MV 777.CSD1    (fmr. 

8.TC)

C115519  'Subject Participation 

Form'

C115519 – The common term for this artifact is the Subject Participation 

Card not Form.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf/20140

8/msg00004.html

S. Ames TC - V Add Synonym: "Subject Participation Card" W25

MV 451.CSD1 C115542 Bioanalytical 

Validation Methods

Do not agree with addition of Bioanalytical https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Add Synonym: 'Laboratory Validation Documentation' W25

MV 199.CSD1 C115589 'Subject Diary Form' C115589   Column C (preferred term): Subject diaries are not necessarily 

forms. I suggest removing the word ‘Form’.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00046.h

tml

E. 

Rammell

V Use NCI PT:  'Subject Diary' and NCI Def: 'An instrument used 

either to capture a subject's condition or symptoms, or to 

monitor compliance during a clinical trial or disease treatment 

while away from the clinical site.'

W25
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MV 595.CSD1 C115608 IRB-IEC 

Communications

although the classificaton implies an IRB-IEC relationship, I agree adding it in 

the artfact name gives the artifact itself meaning outside of the 

classification context. In a distributed content model where artifacts are 

viewed outside a source categorization this becomes very important; 

adapted definition is ok 

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Comment read. No action. W26

MV 597.CSD1 C115609 IRB-IEC Meeting 

Material

although the classificaton implies an IRB-IEC relationship, I agree adding it in 

the artfact name gives the artifact itself meaning outside of the 

classification context. In a distributed content model where artifacts are 

viewed outside a source categorization this becomes very important; 

adapted definition is ok

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Comment read. No action. W26

MV 629.CSD1 C115670 Site Management 

Tracking Document

although the classificaton implies site management relationship, I agree 

adding it in the artfact name gives the artifact itself meaning outside of the 

classification context. In a distributed content model where artifacts are 

viewed outside a source categorization this becomes very important; 

adapted definition is ok

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Comment read. No action. W26

MV 432.CSD1 C115670 Site Management 

Tracking Document

Do not use "Documents" in the preferred term…Use TMF RM term.

Important to retain in the TMF.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Used term for controlled vocabulary requirements (noun-noun 

agreement.) No change.
W26

MV 398.CSD1 C115670 Site Management 

Tracking Document, C115704, 

C115728, 

Do not use "Documents" in the preferred term…Use TMF RM term. https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Used term for controlled vocabulary requirements (noun-noun 

agreement.) No change.
W26

MV 380.CSD1 C115671 Study Site Personnel 

Details

Add synonym "Investigator Site List"

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Add Synonym:  "Investigator Site List" W26

MV 599.CSD1 C115671 Study Site Personnel 

Details

no value in artifact name change; please keep TMF RM name https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S More specificity was required for a controlled vocabulary than 

'Site Contact Details'. No change.
W26

MV 387.CSD1 C115673 Site Signature Sheet Consider revised name of preferred term "Site Signature and Delegation 

Log"

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Add Synonym: "Site Signature and Delegation Log" W26

MV 198.CSD1 C115675  Subject Document 

Forms (subcateg)

C115675  Column C (preferred term): The content types included within this 

subcategory are not necessarily forms, particularly for EDC studies and for 

advertising materials. I suggest removing the word ‘Forms’.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00046.h

tml

E. 

Rammell

V Add Synonym: Subject Documents W26

MV 351.CSD1 C115675  'Subject Document 

Forms' (subcateg)

Term "Form" is not commonly use when referring to these preferred terms.  

Remove. 

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Add Synonym: Subject Documents W26

MV 441.CSD1 C115676 Trial Supply Storage 

Conditions

Remove "Trial Supply" and Shouldn't this have "documentation" or record 

after it….like was done for other preferred terms.  Prefer TMF RM term

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Add Synonym:  'IP and Trial Supply Storage Conditions 

Documentation'
W26

MV 646.CSD1 C115676 Trial Supply Storage 

Conditions

no value in renaming artifact; please keep TMF RM name https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Add Synonym:  'IP and Trial Supply Storage Conditions 

Documentation'
W26

MV 440.CSD1 C115677 Trial Supply Storage Remove "Trial Supply" and This subcategory name is not correct…it should 

be IP Storage]

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Add Synonym:  'IP and Trial Supply Storage Documentation' W26

MV 442.CSD1 C115678 Trial Supply Storage 

Condition Excursions

Remove "Trial Supply" and Shouldn't this have "documentation" or record 

after it….like was done for other preferred terms.  Prefer TMF RM term

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Add Synonym:  'IP and Trial Supply Storage Conditions 

Excursion Documentation'
W26
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MV 647.CSD1 C115678 Trial Supply Storage 

Condition Excursions

no value in renaming artifact; please keep TMF RM name https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Add Synonym:  'IP and Trial Supply Storage Conditions 

Excursion Documentation'
W26

MV 696.CSD1 C115680 Data Management 

Communications

although the classificaton implies Data Management relationship, I agree 

adding it in the artfact name gives the artifact itself meaning outside of the 

classification context. In a distributed content model where artifacts are 

viewed outside a source categorization this becomes very important; 

adapted definition is ok

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Comment read. No action. W27

MV 475.CSD1 C115681 Data Management 

Communications and Tracking 

(subcateg)

Name of sub category is not reflective of the content within as it is missing 

the meeting documentation and filenotes. Add "meeting documentation 

and file notes" into the description.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C This subcategory term is necessary for the relationship 

heirarchy, but is not directly associated with any content items. 

The content types listed under it have specific content items 

associated with the content type terms and provide more 

detailed descriptions.

W27

MV 697.CSD1 C115684 Data Management 

Tracking Document

although the classificaton implies Data Management relationship, I agree 

adding it in the artfact name gives the artifact itself meaning outside of the 

classification context. In a distributed content model where artifacts are 

viewed outside a source categorization this becomes very important; 

adapted definition is ok

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Comment read. No action. W27

MV 476.CSD1 C115684 Data Management 

Tracking Document

Do not use "Documents" in the preferred term…Use TMF RM term. https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Used term for controlled vocabulary requirements (noun-noun 

agreement.) No change.
W27

MV 520.CSD1 C115685 Data Validation 

Certification

Prefer TMFRM 246  Validation Documents  Note: "244 / Database Change 

Control (Paper and EDC)" is not applicable here, refers to documents for CRF 

changes requested during a study (application modification requests, etc.)

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00099.h

tml

A. Pidun S ACTION: Establish new content type to map to TMF RM 246 

Validation Documents, and omit content type Data Validation 

Certification (C115685).

W27

MV 686.CSD1 C115686 Data Validation 

Testing

are those the same? If yes, new name is more 'professional' https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Yes, Data Validation Testing is intended as the electronic 

content type for TMF RM 195 (Edit Check Testing).  No action.
W27

MV 474.CSD1 C115687 Database Account 

Management

Preferred term is incorrect.  The system access is managed, not the 

database.  Use the TMF RM term.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Add Synonym:  System Account Management. W27

MV 695.CSD1 C115687 Database Account 

Management

no value in renaming artifact; please keep TMF RM name https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Add Synonym:  System Account Management. W27

MV 401.CSD1 C115690 Evidence of Contractor 

Compliance

A better name for this would be "Evidence of Vendor Oversight" since the 

section is not specific to contractors but all vendors.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Duplicate comment to 463.CSD1 below. W27

MV 405.CSD1 C115690 Evidence of Contractor 

Compliance

108.10.10    This content type includes a wide range of documents. 

Consideration should be given to providing greater granularity to better 

reflect best practice in industry. For example, initial evidence of vendor 

qualification could be differentiated from ongoing activities to confirm 

oversight of the services provided by the third party 9e.g. visit reports, 

quality questionnaires).

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00076.h

tml

E. 

Rammell

C Add synonyms:  'Evidence of Vendor Oversight'  and 'Vendor 

Qualification and Compliance' 
W27

MV 463.CSD1 C115690 Evidence of Contractor 

Compliance

A better name for this would be "Evidence of Oversight" since the section is 

not specific to contractors but all vendors.  Also, yes, this would include 

evidence, but it also includes the plan for oversight.  Prefer the TMF RM 

term.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Add synonyms:  'Evidence of Vendor Oversight'  and 'Vendor 

Qualification and Compliance' 
W27

MV 670.CSD1 C115690 Evidence of Contractor 

Compliance

no value in renaming artifact; please keep TMF RM name https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Add synonyms:  'Evidence of Vendor Oversight'  and 'Vendor 

Qualification and Compliance' 
W27
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MV 314.CSD1 C115691 'IRB-IEC Sponsor 

Communication' (categ)

I have reviewed the rows 82 [C115691] to 152 [C115549] of the OASIS 

vocabulary and have no further comments. Seems completely logical to me.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00056.h

tml

H. Netz S Comment read. No Action. W27

MV 379.CSD1 C115692 IRB-IEC Tracking 

Document

Do not use "Documents" in the preferred term…Use TMF RM term. https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Used term for controlled vocabulary requirements (noun-noun 

agreement.) No change.
W27

MV 596.CSD1 C115692 IRB-IEC Tracking 

Document

although the classificaton implies an IRB-IEC relationship, I agree adding it in 

the artfact name gives the artifact itself meaning outside of the 

classification context. In a distributed content model where artifacts are 

viewed outside a source categorization this becomes very important; 

adapted definition is ok

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Comment read. No Action. W27

MV 804.CSD1 C115692 IRB-IEC Tracking 

document

C115692 IRB-IEC Tracking document.  Process tracking is not a required TMF 

document.  Consider removing

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf/20140

8/msg00006.html

S. Ames TC - V Comment read. No action. (they may not be required but may 

contain recommended content)
W27

MV 222.CSD1 C115702  'Investigational 

Medicinal Product' (subcateg)

C115702    Whilst understanding the rationale for maintaining alignment 

with the TMF Reference Model as much as possible, consideration should 

be given to removal of this subcategory, which only contains 2 content 

types. The 2 content types (export/import license and applications) could be 

considered documents necessary for trial approval and therefore be 

classified in subcategory 102.10 (Trial Approval).

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00003.h

tml

E. 

Rammell

C Add Synonym:  Investigational Product Transport W28

MV 372.CSD1 C115702 Investigational 

Medicinal Product (subcateg)

This is a very confusing sub category name.  I had to reread it to make sure I 

was in the correct section "regulatory".  Suggest to change to "Licenses"

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Add Synonym:  Investigational Product Transport W28

MV 223.CSD1 C115702 'Investigational 

Medicinal Product' (subcateg)

C115702  Column C (preferred term): If this sub-category is to remain, the 

term “Investigational MEDICINAL Product” appears to exclude devices and 

other investigational products that are not medicines e.g. contrast media. I 

suggest using the term “Investigational Product”.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00003.h

tml

E. 

Rammell

C Add Synonym:  Investigational Product Transport W28

MV 650.CSD1 C115704  IP and Trial Supplies 

Tracking Document

although the classificaton implies IP and trial Supplies relationship, I agree 

adding it in the artfact name gives the artifact itself meaning outside of the 

classification context. In a distributed content model where artifacts are 

viewed outside a source categorization this becomes very important; 

adapted definition is ok

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Comment read. No action. W28

MV 444.CSD1 C115704  IP and Trial Supplies 

Tracking Document

Do not use "Documents" in the preferred term…Use TMF RM term.

Important to retain in the TMF.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Add Synonym:  IP and Trial Supplies Tracking Information W28

MV 335.CSD1 C115705 'IP Documentation' 105.10   The subcategory name and definition is not clear enough; the 

definition duplicates that for the whole category.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00074.h

tml

E. 

Rammell

C Add Synonym:  IP Management Documentation W28

MV 443.CSD1 C115706 IP Documents 

Communications and Tracking

Name of sub category is not reflective of the content within as it is missing 

the meeting documentation and filenotes. Add "meeting documentation 

and file notes" into the description.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Future: include 'including but not limited to communications, 

tracking, meeting documentation, and filenotes.'
W28

MV 641.CSD1 C115708 IP Regulatory Release no value in renaming artifact; please keep TMF RM name https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Add Synonym: IP Regulatory Release Documentation W28

MV 606.CSD1 C115710 IP Site Release 

Documentation

synonym: IP Site Approval https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Add Synonym: IP Site Approval W28
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MV 384.CSD1 C115711 Acceptance of 

Investigator Brochure

Most common term I see is "IB Receipt" https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C 'IB Receipt Confirmation' is already a synonym. W28

MV 602.CSD1 C115711 Acceptance of 

Investigator Brochure

definition change is not adding value; keep TMF RM definition; this can also 

be a workflow event or simple system access configuration, where 

investigators have access to the TMFdirectly and there is no send-receive 

transaction

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Definition is only slightly modified from TMF RM due to 

controlled vocabulary requirements for noun-noun agreement. 
W28

MV 450.CSD1 C115712 Laboratory 

Certification

Remove "Lab" from preferred term https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Controlled vocabulary requirements dictated more specificity 

of the preferred term. 'Certification or Accreditation' is far too 

general given the specificity of the definition.

W28

MV 657.CSD1 C115712 Laboratory 

Certification

no value in renaming artifact; "Certification or Accreditation" is a well 

establisthed industry term; please keep TMF RM name

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Controlled vocabulary requirements dictated more specificity 

of the preferred term. 'Certification or Accreditation' is far too 

general given the specificity of the definition.

W28

S 162.CSD1 C115715  'Medical Imaging' 

(categ)

What is the rationale for these subcategories and content types not being 

organized under 'Data Management' category?

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00043.h

tml

T. Tullis V They were added to the bottom of the list so that extra 

numbering can be provided if/when additional types are 

identified.

W28

MV 511.CSD1 C115715 Medical Imaging I do not understand why this set of documents is classified as a separate 

category. These are documents that are specific to individual trial subjects. 

Completed case report forms are integrated into the Data Management 

category so I would expect this set of documents to also be integrated into 

the most appropriate of the existing categories e.g. data management or 

Site Management.

 In addition, medical imaging documents is just one example of source 

documents that ICH GCP requires the investigator to maintain within a trial 

master file. It is not understood therefore why medical imaging documents 

have been included but not for other source documents. The definition 

should also make it clear that source documents such as these are the 

responsibility of the investigator and NOT the sponsor.

 Finally, it is not understood why there is this level of granularity provided. I 

would expect a smaller number of content types to be list, requiring the 

system to apply metadata to differentiate between different imaging types 

if this was important/necessary for filing purposes. Providing this level of 

granularity runs the risk of the vocabulary needing to be revised as new 

imaging technology and techniques are used. Generic terms should be used.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00096.h

tml

K. Roy V Added as a separate category  (and not placed within Data 

Management) to allow for growth for unique content type 

numbers. Medical imaging category was added due to sponsor 

request for easy access to study images for FDA submission and 

marketing purposes.  An eTMF can manage electronic images 

whereas the TMF rm was iniatally paperbased and could not 

handle this type of media.  All terms in this category are 

currently listed in NCI thesaurus.  

W28
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MV 822.CSD1 C115715 Medical Imaging All of the below = TMFRM 162 /Laboratory Results Documentation (see 

definition – includes "or other testing facility"):

C115496 Study Subject Digital Photos

C115516 Study Subject Digital Photos Report

C115561 Study Subject Radiography Image

C115514 Study Subject Radiography Report( findings associated with an X-

ray image)

C115539 Study Subject MRI Image

C115512 Study Subject MRI Report

C115481 Study Subject CT Image

C115510 Study Subject CT Report

C115553 Study Subject Nuclear Medicine Image

C115513 Study Subject Nuclear Medicine Report

C115619 Study Subject Ultrasound Image

C115515 Study Subject Ultrasound Report

C115523 Study Subject Medical Imaging Unspecified

C115511 Study Subject Medical Imaging Report Unspecified

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00116.h

tml

A. Pidun S These content types were added under a separate category  

(and not placed within Laboratory Results) to allow for growth 

for unique content type numbers. 

W28

MV 489.CSD1 C115715 Medical Imaging  

C115500, C115496, C115516, 

C115721, C115561, C115514, 

C115501, C115539, C115512, 

C115499, C115481, C115510, 

C115502, C115553, C115513, 

C115503, C115619, C115515, 

C115545, C115511

Cannot understand why these specific types of source data are separated 

out.  Identifying some but not all will be confusing to the general TMF 

owner and will create a lot of extraneous content types to sift through to 

manage e content.  Why could these not be a single type with metadata to 

distinguish.  This is a really big change to the TMF structure list that was 

kept broad for a reason...to allow wide spread use and acceptance across 

the world's bio pharma and device companies.  Not aligned with the TMF 

RM.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Unused content types such as medical images can be 

"reserved" and hidden from view.  
W28

MV 410.CSD1 C115715 Medical Imaging 

(categ)

There are 22 subject data preferred terms around imaging – this is 

completely unaligned with the rest of the TMF Reference Model. Lab data in 

not included, and therefore other subject data has not been included. The 

level of detail in these preferred terms is again unaligned.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00080.h

tml

K. Roy C Read and acknowledged.  No change. W28

MV 408.CSD1 C115715 Medical Imaging 

(categ)

I do not understand why this set of documents is classified as a separate 

category. These are documents that are specific to individual trial subjects. 

Completed case report forms are integrated into the Data Management 

category so I would expect this set of documents to also be integrated into 

the most appropriate of the existing categories e.g. data management or 

Site Management.

In addition, medical imaging documents is just one example of source 

documents that ICH GCP requires the investigator to maintain within a trial 

master file. It is not understood therefore why medical imaging documents 

have been included but not for other source documents. The definition 

should also make it clear that source documents such as these are the 

responsibility of the investigator and NOT the sponsor.

Finally, it is not understood why there is this level of granularity provided. I 

would expect a smaller number of content types to be list, requiring the 

system to apply metadata to differentiate between different imaging types 

if this was important/necessary for filing purposes. Providing this level of 

granularity runs the risk of the vocabulary needing to be revised as new 

imaging technology and techniques are used. Generic terms should be used.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00078.h

tml

E. 

Rammell

C Added as a separate category  (and not placed within Data 

Management) to allow for growth for unique content type 

numbers. Medical imaging category was added due to sponsor 

request for easy access to study images for FDA submission and 

marketing purposes.  An eTMF can manage electronic images 

whereas the TMF rm was iniatally paperbased and could not 

handle this type of media.  All terms in this category are 

currently listed in NCI thesaurus.  

W28

MV 640.CSD1 C115720 Qualified Person 

Certification

no value in renaming artifact; please keep TMF RM name https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S TMF rm:  QP (Qualified Person) Certification   Parenthesis are 

not permitted in controlled vocabulary.  No change.
W29

MV 583.CSD1 C115723  'Regulatory 

Documentation'

synonym: Local Health Authority documentation (assuming country and/or 

HA attribute is provided to distinguish

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Local Health Authority documentation is a subset of, not a 

synonym to, this preferred term. 
W29
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S 218.CSD1 C115723  'Regulatory 

Documentation'

C115723 Column F (definition): The definition “recording compliance with 

government regulations and laws.” is not specific enough.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00003.h

tml

E. 

Rammell

C This category definition is broad by design. Specifity should be 

with the content types.
W29

MV 367.CSD1 C115723  'Regulatory 

Documentation' (categ)

Is this content organized in a country level process.  I do not see a country 

level file in this model.  All of this content is unique per country.  Sites within 

the country supported but the country TMF content. 

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Any content type in the eTMF domain can be tagged with 

Country metadata identifier.
W29

MV 375.CSD1 C115724 Regulatory 

Documentation 

Communications and Tracking 

(subcateg)

Name of sub category is not reflective of the content within as it is missing 

the meeting documentation and filenotes. Add "meeting documentation 

and file notes" into the description.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Future: include 'including but not limited to communications, 

tracking, meeting documentation, and filenotes.'
W29

MV 471.CSD1 C115725 Serious Adverse Event 

Data Reconciliation

Why not abbreviate SAE here as was in 115587?  Inconsistencies! https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C SAE Data Reconciliation is a synonym to this term and can be 

used in the display label.
W29

MV 653.CSD1 C115726 Safety 

Communications

although the classificaton implies Safety relationship, I agree adding it in the 

artfact name gives the artifact itself meaning outside of the classification 

context. In a distributed content model where artifacts are viewed outside a 

source categorization this becomes very important; adapted definition is ok

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Comment read. No action. W29

MV 446.CSD1 C115727 Safety Reporting 

Communications and Tracking

Name of sub category is not reflective of the content within as it is missing 

the meeting documentation and filenotes. Add "meeting documentation 

and file notes" into the description.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Future: include 'including but not limited to communications, 

tracking, meeting documentation, and filenotes.'
W29

MV 654.CSD1 C115728 Safety Tracking 

Document

although the classificaton implies Safety relationship, I agree adding it in the 

artfact name gives the artifact itself meaning outside of the classification 

context. In a distributed content model where artifacts are viewed outside a 

source categorization this becomes very important; adapted definition is ok

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Comment read. No action. W29

MV 447.CSD1 C115728 Safety Tracking 

Document

Do not use "Documents" in the preferred term…Use TMF RM term. https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Used term for controlled vocabulary requirements (noun-noun 

agreement.) No change.
W29

MV 485.CSD1 C115729 Statistics 

Communication and Tracking 

(subcateg)

Name of sub category is not reflective of the content within as it is missing 

the meeting documentation and filenotes. Add "meeting documentation 

and file notes" into the description.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Future: In the definition, include 'including but not limited to 

communications, tracking, meeting documentation, and 

filenotes.'

W29

MV 709.CSD1 C115730 Statistics Tracking 

Document

although the classificaton implies Statistics relationship, I agree adding it in 

the artfact name gives the artifact itself meaning outside of the 

classification context. In a distributed content model where artifacts are 

viewed outside a source categorization this becomes very important; 

adapted definition is ok

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Comment read. No action. W29

MV 486.CSD1 C115730 Statistics Tracking 

Document

Do not use "Documents" in the preferred term…Use TMF RM term. https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Used term for controlled vocabulary requirements (noun-noun 

agreement.) No change.
W29

MV 708.CSD1 C115731 Statistics 

Communications

although the classificaton implies Statistics relationship, I agree adding it in 

the artfact name gives the artifact itself meaning outside of the 

classification context. In a distributed content model where artifacts are 

viewed outside a source categorization this becomes very important; 

adapted definition is ok

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Comment read. No action. W29

MV 371.CSD1 C115734 'Study Registry 

Documents'

TMF RM name is more accurate since the registrations are public.  The 

content in this section contains internal processes for the collection and 

approval of the content to be placed on a public registry as well as the 

documentation that it was placed.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Public Registration' is already a synonym which can be used for 

this content type.
W29
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MV 282.CSD1 C115734 'Study Registry 

Documents'

C115734  Consider to mention Eudract and UTN in defition as well https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00035.h

tml

MNJ S Comment read. No action. Outside scope of work for 

specification.
W29

MV 585.CSD1 C115734 'Study Registry 

Documents'

no value in artifact name change; please keep TMF RM name https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Public Registration' is already a synonym which can be used for 

this content type.
W29

MV 396.CSD1 C115736 Other Approvals Consider changing the metadata term to Approvals no-IRB-IEC Committees. 

Synonyms: Radiology Board Approval, Research Review Committee 

Approval; Budget Committee Approval.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Add Synonym:  Approvals Non-IRB-IEC Committees W30

MV 793.CSD1 C115736 Other Approvals C115736 Other Approvals.  Consider changing the metadata term to 

Approvals no-IRB-IEC Committees. Synonyms: Radiology Board Approval, 

Research Review Committee Approval; Budget Committee Approval.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf/20140

8/msg00005.html

S. Ames TC - V Add Synonym:  Approvals Non-IRB-IEC Committees W30

MV 625.CSD1 C115736 Other Approvals this is confusing; does that include IRB-IEC approvals? The artifact name 

should reflect that; if it is non HA approvals I suggest to rename the artifact 

accordingly to distinguish from the "approval" artifact in the regulatory zone 

(053) which should probably be named: Health Authority Approval

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Add Synonym:  Approvals Non-IRB-IEC Committees W30

MV 609.CSD1 C115737 Supplementary 

Monitoring Activity

artifact name change has no additional benefit; please keep original TMF 

RM name

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Add Synonym:  'Additional Monitoring Activity' W30

MV 454.CSD1 C115738 Lab Supply Import 

Documentation

Remove "Lab" from preferred term https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Add Synonym: Supply Import Documentation W30

MV 382.CSD1 C115739 Sites Evaluated but 

not Selected

Abbreviation makes no sense since this level of abbreviation was not used 

previously.  Maybe "Sites Eval N Sel"

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Change abbreviation to:  "Sites Eval N Sel" W30

MV 271.CSD1 C115740  'Non-IDMC Trial 

Committee Documents 

Unspecified'

C115740  What is difference between dependent and non-independent 

committee - and is this only related Data Monitoring or could monitoring be 

included (i.e. calcitonin)

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00026.h

tml

MNJ S Add Synonym:  Trial Committee Document Unspecified W30

MV 179.CSD1 C115740  'Non-IDMC Trial 

Committee Documents 

Unspecified'

C115740   Column C (preferred term): Omit word "Non-IDMC" as this is 

implied in inclusion of the word "Unspecified". Change definition to "Any 

document related to committees not specified elsewhere". This artifact is 

not restricted to just non-IDMC.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201407/msg00045.h

tml

E. 

Rammell

V Add Synonym:  Trial Committee Document Unspecified W30

MV 428.CSD1 C115740  'Non-IDMC Trial 

Committee Documents 

Unspecified'

Should be titled Other Tiral Committee Documents https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00087.h

tml

J. 

Meyers

S Add Synonym:  Trial Committee Document Unspecified W30

MV 344.CSD1 C115740 Non-IDMC Trial 

Committee Documents 

Unspecified

Synonym is not necessary in this line, right?  There could be so many more 

examples of these committee added if you will keep this header synonym.   

Too long a term and could be confusing, please use TMF RM term "Other 

Trial Committee" inducing description and change Abbreviation to "Oth Trial 

Cmte Doc"

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Add Synonym:  Trial Committee Document Unspecified W30

MV 565.CSD1 C115740 Non-IDMC Trial 

Committee Documents 

Unspecified

this is not a name change; this document has an altered meaning; TMF RM 

was less restrictive; please leave TMF RM artifact name

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Term 'other' was rejected for controlled vocabulary purposes.  

Add Synonym:  Trial Committee Document Unspecified.
W30

MV 673.CSD1 C115741 Vendor 

Communications

what about CRO, or other third parties? change to "third party…." (instead 

of "Vendor") or keep TMF RM name

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Add Synonym: Third Party W30
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MV 465.CSD1 C115742 Vendors 

Communications and Tracking

Name of sub category is not reflective of the content within as it is missing 

the meeting documentation and filenotes. Add "meeting documentation 

and file notes" into the description.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Future: include in Def 'including but not limited to 

communications, tracking, meeting documentation, and 

filenotes.'

W30

MV 404.CSD1 C115743 Vendors (categ) 108 The term “third parties” is more usually used. The term “vendor” 

implies provision of a product or service in exchange for financial reward. 

Whilst this is often the case, it need not necessarily be the case for the 

provision of trial-related services. Third parties is a more neutral term, 

implying any party other than the sponsor and investigator. It is the term 

adopted by the TMF Reference Model.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00076.h

tml

E. 

Rammell

C Add Synonym: Third Party W30

MV 461.CSD1 C115743 Vendors (categ) I prefer "Third Parties".  So many sponsors do not see CROs as Vendors.  

Remove "Vendor" from all preferred terms

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Add Synonym: Third Party W30

MV 400.CSD1 C115744 Vendor Oversight Add synonym "Vendor Oversight Plan" which was removed from C115777 https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00075.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Add Synonym: Third Party Oversight Plan and Vendor 

Oversight Plan
W30

MV 406.CSD1 C115745 Vendor Records 

(subcateg)

108.11   The subcategory name is too ambiguous. In addition, the definition 

is not clear viz. agreement between vendor and CRO or between vendor 

and sponsor.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00076.h

tml

E. 

Rammell

C Add Synonym:  'Vendor Set-Up Documentation' and Third 

Party Set-Up Documentation'
W30

MV 464.CSD1 C115745 Vendor Records 

(subcateg)

This category name means nothing to me. Too general.  Use TMF RM 

Section name.

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Add Synonym:  'Vendor Set-Up Documentation' and Third 

Party Set-Up Documentation'
W30

MV 672.CSD1 C115746 Vendor Roles and 

Responsibilities

what about CRO, or other third parties? change to "third party…." (instead 

of "Vendor") or keep TMF RM name

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Add Synonym - Third Party Roles and Responsibilities W30

MV 466.CSD1 C115748 Vendor Tracking 

Document

Do not use "Documents" in the preferred term…Use TMF RM term. https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00089.h

tml

L. 

Mulcahy

C Add Synonym: 'Third Party Tracking Document' Used term for 

controlled vocabulary requirements (noun-noun agreement.)
W30

MV 674.CSD1 C115748 Vendor Tracking 

Document

what about CRO, or other third parties? change to "third party…." (instead 

of "Vendor") or keep TMF RM name

https://lists.oasis-

open.org/archives/etmf-

comment/201408/msg00111.h

tml

K. 

Schneid

er

S Add Synonym: 'Third Party Tracking Document' Used term for 

controlled vocabulary requirements (noun-noun agreement.)
W30
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